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Dear Valerie and Black Gold staff,
Congratulations on the publication of Black Gold. It looks fine
Particularly
and reads fine.
pleasing was Nancy Perry 's
excellent article on Vera Carr. and
Lorise Willis's lovely poem.
Your article " Black Student
Dilemma " was particularly
tmti-gfl~-a..wpu illustrated '
with examples how blacks':>ll. C'!-! ():?- . t
.
pus fee.I rat her t han JUs saying
how bad whites are . Whites wo~ ' t
u~derstand until they can see InSIde the black mmd . You helped us
get inside a little .
But the whole issue was good
and I commend you for really getting this idea off the ground.
Please let me know if there's any
way I could help you.
Thank you,
Kathleen Hauke
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Dear Miss Southern :
I have read with interest the
first issue of your new newspaper,
Black Gold . Congratulations on
this extensive undertaking . I think
its really great to have something
like this in the State of Rhode
Island .
I hope our agency can be helpful
to you in any way that you would
see 'iii. "Best Wishes. -'-- -~
-Very truly yours
Arthur R. Boon~
Executive Secretary
Commission For Human Rights

Adwoa,
For some time I have known that my people would one day create
an image of Blackness for which each of us could be proud. In this one
paper, I have experienced many different feelings of appreciation and
admiration .
I strongly identified with the views of URI Black students who
choose to express their views through the tactics of poetry and essays.
The fact that we are beginning to communicate with each other in a
unified fashion is totally " beautiful."
Thank you brothers and sisters for your concerned efforts.

Dear Black Gold,
Good Ideal
Thurlo A. Russel
226 Roosevelt Hall
URI

Dear Ms. Coleman:
First of-~ lIlet me congratulate you on your new pUblication, Black
Gold . I wIsh you all the success in the world.
Enclosed please find a check towards a subscription to the Black
Gold .
Yours truly,
Charles N. Fortes
Executive Director, The Providence Corporation

EDITORIAL BOX
Dear Sister Valerie ,
My class and me / we were listening to Sister Aretha / when this Sister
lays it on you / you grab for your ribs / your insides are turned out!
there is ecstasy in our art! in-{)ur giving to it/ other people have it tool
but I'm talking about ourselves /
I would liketo use the word delight but something about it is too 'limp
too much reminiscept of floating with daisies or daffodils /
but what i want to say is that i really want to say that Black Gold has
that thing about it/ it has a beauty/ beauty brings ecstasy/ beauty
brings inspiration/ beauty is challenge/
from the Black Innocent on the cover/ and through/ the feeling of
attention and design / attention care and pattern/ that speak of attention and love of us / of how to bring your medium bring love to us /
I know that you, Sister, and your staff are dependent for materials
Brothers and Sisters must respond to your challenge and send their
work to Black Gold / we must teach / time goes heavily light/ Black
Gold must teach about the Motherland THE MOTHERLAND and
everywhere and everyone she has mothered / Caribbean Africa/
American Africa/ British French Africa/ Brothers and Sisters of a
different voice must write and be heard/
One point more: in the article on Black Studies, I was quoted as
.saying: Negritude will die because in the final analysis it is a political
tool.
What should have been said was: According to some theorists,
(notable Jean Paul Sartre in his essay called "Black Orpheus")
Negritude will die because in the final analysiS it is a political tool.
They associate Negritude with White Racism: Mtite racism is the
thesis; Negritude the antithesis ; Universal Humanity the synthesis.
However , I went onto say that I do not believe that the totality of
Black Philosophy Art Life can be seen merely as the antithesis to
White Racism though White Racism would ltke to believe it 0/
a Hope' a wi h . a prayer: a demand: a drea m . that all Black people.
will r ise to th cha llenge of Black Gold and the opportunity
Cypnan Lamar Rowe
Black Studies P rogran

.Valerie J. Soutnem-Editol-in-chief
Nancy Perry~Assistant Editor
Cora Watkins-Assistant Editor
Linda Coleman --Managing Editor

In Blackness,
Kwadene

Staff

lorise willis
linda hazel
thomas nance
charles austin
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atiba
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New President and Uhuru Sasa
On October 26, the electing of
new officers took place. None of
the society lJIembers knew if the
"conventional style " of
beaurocracy was what the satiety
needed. In any case, in the course
of one meeting, the newly elected
officers have taken their respective positions. New officers are :
President- Ivor Jackson, VicePresident- Kwame Asanti,
Secretary- Alexa Grant,
Corresponding Secretary- Jennifer Grier, ParlimentarianNelson Lopes, and Keeper of the
Peace- Thomas Braxton.
Upon interviewing our new
Uhura ..sasar president, the
following views and intentions
were obtained:
Brother Ivor Jakcson was born
in Antigua, West Indies .
Throughout his early life, he
attended educational systems
within his native land, and finished
his formal education at the age of
16. After working for four years,
Ivor, wanting to enter college, left
the islands to attend the American
uni versi ties.
In January 1968, Ivor came to
Rhode Island. He attended
Barrington College and majored in
History and Social Science. In
1971 , Ivor graduated and began his
graduate work at URI.
When
asked to reflect upon his stay at
Barrington, Jakcson said the
following :
"There were approximately 30- ,
35 Black students who attended
~arrington College. At one time

they were a tightly knit group. The
students held tight to therealization that unity is important on a
predominately white campus .
Although I did not directly participate with the Black organization at that time, indirectly, I
stayed in contact with them.
"I served as President of the
International Students Organi7.ation for awhile. Even as president
of another organization, I attended
Afro-American Society meetings.
'I felti that both organizations
should work together and both did .
Yet, it was difficult to combine the
two, since a diversity of
backgrounds were incorporated in
the Interf\ational Students
Organization. It was almost impossible to facilitate a common
policy or ideological framework.
At one time, I began to feel that
the only thing the international
students had in common was the
fact that we were all nonAmerican citizens."
Ivor's main reason for enrolling ,
in URI stemmed from the inten- .
tion of the Department of Community Planning and Area
Development to initiate a program
offering technical assistance in
plannin~ to Antiqua , Anquilla,
Montserrat.'St. Kitts , and Wevis.
He has since returned to the
islands to confer with government
officials and 'conauct research on
the project. This past summer
Ivor worked with the United
Nations in an on-going planning
program based on the island of An-

tiqua .
During the Black Gold interview, Ivor was asked to make
some remarks about the situation
of Black students on campus here.
His remarks were as follows:
UHURV SASA
"As a campus-based organization, whatever we do should be
responsive to all our basic needs
on campus. As a collective group
of Black students,. we should
project ourselves into community
affairs. For instance, we can sup-

peoples. In doing this, we should
also realize that, beyond the boundaries of North America , substantial portions of Blacks exist in
Africa , Nova Scotia , South
America, the West Indies, and
Australia.
BLACK INDIVIDUALS

"As an organization of people,
we should realize that as Blackswhether American, West Indian,
or African- we share a common
ancestral heritage. We should also
be aware that in the historical
development of Black people (even
though we have been divided by
geographical and other barriers)
we share similar problems. In a
time when we are fighting
desperately to raise Black dignity
from the low esteem that ,it has
been held for some three to four
hundred years by a dominate white
Western culture, we must stand
together. It is clearly evident that
respect for the Black man in :North
America cannot be achieved . if
Blacks in South Africa are still
subjected to the callous racist noport the Blaok community as much · tion of an inferior race. This
as we can with hopes that a sym- results in apartheid and all its
biotic relationship will develop.
ramifications. Essentially, what
What I mean is, we help the com- all this calls for is finding a solumunity who in turn will help us.
tion to problems at hand . What is
"Once the organization has definitely needed is a unified aptaken initial steps of responding to proach by all Black peoples, at
the needs of the immediate Black least in principle, through
population, it should become attempts at collective developcognizant of national affairs , ment; whether it be cultural,
relating to and affecting Black economical. or political."
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AS PRESIDENT
"As president, I think my role
should be to co-ordinate all activities that fall on the auspices of
Uhuru 'Sasa . I feel this way
because I know someone has to be
responsible as a guiding factor.
However, this does not mean that
leadership qualities of all those involved in this organization would
be stiffled.
"In essence, the operations or
functions of the organization will
be the total responsibility of the
body of Blacks on campus, ,with
responsibilities delegated,appropriately, according to the
members' specific interests."
UHURU SASA
In the course of three meetings,
Uhuru Sasa has: 1)renamed the
society, meaning Unity now;
2)restructured organizational subcommittees; 3 )recruited black
high school seniors to the university; 4) obtained and opened a new
campus headquarters; and 5)
worked with Wakefield-Peacedale
citizens protesting police brutality
incidents.
With a determined and dedicated
leader, the society will emerge
strong. In the upcoming year, we
will obtain the status and respect
we , as Blacks, deserve. Through
our new leaders this year will continue to be one of dedication and
commitment.
nancy perry

Science and Black
Students
There are more scientists
alive and active today than
ever before and more Black
people than ever . Yet there
are relatively few Black scientists and there are no great
numbers of Black students who
are entering the science.
There are several reasons
why black students shun the
sciences. Black people seem to
prefer fields which are
designed to give ser;'lIces,
such as nursing, medicine,
teaching and the social
sciences . In the past, and in
some cases even at present,
Black high school students
were counseled not to take
courses that would prepare
them for college. Moreover,
the majority of young black
men and women can't afford
the cost of higher education, so
they never get the chance to
choose to enter the sciences.
Right now, all the poples of
the world live in an age in
which ethics have not kept
pace with technology. As a
result there appears to be a
great wave of ant;"science emotion resulting from the feeling
that science is dehumanizing.
There is a great need for a
science concerned with
I1lJmanitv..
Such science
demands a new breed of scientists who are concerned about
the social consequences of
scientific discoveries .
Who is better suited to meet
this demand than the young
Black
student
whose
background is one of service
and social concern?
Blacks have contributed little to the dehumanizing
technology but we cannot escape its impact.
Computer
communication 'systems are
changing our language. In In1ustrial pollution befouls us
all. Where are our black
technologists? Geneticists are
proposing that they are now
able to specit¥ which genetic
characteristics would produce
a "desirable" populaiton.

Where are black geneticists?
The geology and paleantology
of the African Continent are
being explored, recorded and
interpreted. Where are our
black geologists and poleontologists?
There are increasing challenges for Black
men and women in Medicine .
The old spectre of venereal disease continues and is
augmented by "newcomers"
like sickle cell anemia, organ
transplants, errors of
metabolism, open heart surgery and narcotic addictin .
Where are our black
specialists?
It should be of particular
concern that Black men are
being either enticed or coerced
into joining the armed forces at
this time. Because right now
Viet Nam is bei n9 used as a
laboratory to demonstrate that
computerized weapol)ry can
replace fighting men.
This
says that annihalition in future
wars will be the sole, separate
and unequal "priviledge" at
Black men whose numbers
have already been decimated
by the genocidal Viet Nam
war.
For all these reasons and
more, Black men and women
need to become scientists in
order to have a voice in determining the kind of world that
will be created by a constantly
changing technology.
If we fail to' take this
challenge we will remain
slaves of science .
Survival
demands that we become the
masters of science.
Black people have been conditioned to believe that we
don't hafe the mentality to
become scientists. It may take
a great deal of self-discipline to
rid ourselves of that lie, but we
can do it. And having done
that, there is no limit to thE
contribution we can make if WE
put our mindS to it .
(by Ms. Louise Miller, Ph.D. in
Bacteriology at URI.)

Collection

of

Black history,

Edna Frazier

novels,
poetry,

Room

audio-visual
newspapers,

South Providence
plays,
magazines,
material.

Branch
Public Library
441 Prairie Ave.

hours:

941-2660

9-8:30 M-W
9-5:00 T-Sat.
"Come in and browse."

"Super Fly"

of the Month
November 1- Manumission
Society opened first African Free
School in New York, 1787
November 5- Bobby Seale, one of
the defendants in the "Chicago
eight" conspiracy trial, sentenced
to four years in prison for contempt of court, 1969
November 5- Theodore S.
Wright, First Negro recipient of
theological degree in U.S. (Princeton) . Published "Outrage at
Princeton" in the "Liberator",
1836

November 8- General Oliver Otis
Howard, Founder and namesake of
Howard University was born (18301909)
November 9Benjamin
. Banneker, Astronomer , inventor,
and mathematician . Born (1731-

by ,Cathy Lee

Old man alky on my back;
D.T.'s burning through my track;
bottles flash before my eyes;
liquor pouring from the skies.
Brains will rot on easy wine
but mary jane wil soothe the mine
mary jane leads on the horse,
drives him down a spotted course.

Laws are down on jane and horse
dragging them throughout the courts '
dicks will bust and pigs will beat ; ,
horse and smoke will lose the street
Both of them will run the course
Then 'back will come the jane and horse.
Through the blood and cross the brain
smoke and horse will ride again .

1806)

November 16- W.C. Handy, Composer of the "St. Louis Blues" and
"Beale Street Blues" known as
"father of the Blues." Born 1873.
November 17- William Hastie.
First Negro federal judge and
Governor of the Virgin Islands.
Born 1904
November 21- G.T. Woods , inventor, patented the "Electric
Railway Conduit." 1893
November 23- A.J . Beard, invented the "Jenny Coupler" . Used
today to connect railroad cars.
1897

November 25- Marcus Garvey,
Founder of the Universal Negro
Improvement Association and
organizer of the "Back to Africa "
movement. Born (1887-1940)
November 26- Sojourner Tru I'h.
Indomitable fighter for freedom.
Died 1883

Thomas Nance

I stand across the street
from my child hood home;
memories swell around me
of what I did and not,
but they come a little sadly:
myoid home 's a parking lot.
Thomas Nance

C.A.N.E.----

Oass:

Instructor:

Day:

Hours:

Personality Development through
Personal Appearances and
Make-up

Sister Cathy Lee

Wednesday

7: 00-8: OOp.m.

'. Sister Nancy Boyd

Wednesday

8: 00-9: OOp.m.

Gospel Choir

Sister Linda Kilgore
Sister Diane Periera

ThUrsday

7: 00-8: OOp.m.

Modern Dancing

Sister Karen Smith
Sister Gail Hareld

Saturday

1: 00-3: OOp.m.

Elementary French

Sister Gail Hareld

Saturday

:4: 00-5: OOp.m.

Three Dimensional Structure with
Plaster and Clay

Brother Frank Logan

. Saturday

'6: 00-8: OOp.m.

Assisting with children

Sister Leslie Robertson

Mon., Wed., and Fri.

Assisting with Children

.Sister :Arlene Smith

Black History

Sister Cynthia Goza

.Mon., and Wed.
Monday

Super Fly is an all-Black film
which deals with drugs and other living in today's streets. It deals
with a very relevant down-to-earth
undesirable aspects of ghetto life.
situation .. .the experiences of the
Some say the sound track that was
written and performed by Curtis ghetto people who feel trapped and
who turn to drugs as an escape. In
Mayfield, actually made the
movie. The images that were por- a very dramatic way, it shows just
how the " Man" tries to get over ,
trayed were true to life, but it was
the album that most definately. but is caught in his own game of
drew the crowds. I might add that graft and corruption. In the music
Mayfield tried to clarify this lifeit gave the overall zest in getting
guided by the fast pace of the city.
the story across .
It is a known fact that Black parUnlike other all-Black movies of
ticipation on the stage and screen
its type, Super Fly had more of a
has been severely limited. Unforplot, as well as a moral. IV contunately
, this is apparent in some
tained the average degree of
violence and sex, with the idea that of today 's all-Black movies. Other
than the main actors in Super Fly,
good over evil will emerge in the
the quality of the acting leaves
final analysis . However, I am not
much
to be desired. The supporquite sure if this stands true in this
ting roles did not run smoothly or
case, because it is hard to even
professionally in comparison with
think of the police force as the bad
those of well-known actors of
guys, and the junky in the street as
today.
the good guys . With dishonest peoMayfield , in the October 12 issue
ple like the "law abiding" cops,
of Jet magazine, praised Black
the stoned junky has no choice as
"It is good,
oriented films .
to which way to go- but DOWN!
because it gives Black actors,
The coolest junky of them all,
writers , crew Illembers , and
Mr. Super-Fly- known as
others, an opportunity to fall on,
"Priest, " or the king of cocaine,
and take their share of the enterwas respected and feared as a man
to be dealt with seriously. The , tainment industry."
Last month on the Friday night
plush, fast-paced life,of a big time
Dick ' Cavett show, Super Fly Ron
pusher was beginnins to loose its
O'Neal, was the guest star. He
glamorous appeal to the Priest.
gave a summary on the makings of
The pressures and hassels that are
his first big break in the movie
a part of the cope game were
business . Surprisingly, 50% of the
beginning to over shadow what
film
is owned by Blacks. It is
Priest believed to be the "easy
saying something when Blacks
life."
also, can get a pie'c e of the action.
The flick gives a vivid picture of
the .iive hustler, trying to make his

~·,Soul
1. I F YOU DON'T KNOW ME
2. PEACE IN THE VALLEY
OF LOVE
3. I'LL BE AROUND
4. GUILTY
5. ONE LIFE TO LIVE
6. BABY, SITTER
7. PAPA WAS A ROLLING
STONE
8. STONE IN LOVE WITH
YOU
9. MY DING A LING
10. WHY CAN'T WE BE

As stated in the Uhuru SaSa constitution, one of the
organization's main objectives is to become involved in the surrounding community. A mojor attempt to move in this vein has
been made.
Lorise Willis, a student in Organizational Management and Industrial Relations at URI has been appointed to C.A.NE. Board of
Directors to represent Uhuru Sa Sa. Lorise is not only Chairman of
the Personal Community of C.A.N.E., but is also organi:ling community efforts where the students of URI can work with the young
Black people in the Washington County area .
After a request from C.A.NE. to sponsor a series of constructive
activities for the Teenage Clique (a group of young brothers and
sisters in the Wakefiedl-Peacedale area) the following workshops
were established:

Sewing
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Movie Review:

Black Historical Events

2: 00- 5: OOp.m .
9:00-11 :00 pm
7: 00-8: OOp.m.

The workshops began Wedne'sday, Nov. 8, 1972 and were _ - - - -...
enthusiastic~y accepted by the Teenage Clique. As many as 15
students reglstered for the classes. The activities are to be
presented as a part of the Youth Center Program sponsored by'
C.A.N.E. Ages in the Teenage Clique range from 13-18. Later
registration will be accepted. Classes are free. If you are interested, call C.A.NE. at 789-9415.
'1n the future .we hope to even give more support to these young
poeple by acting as resource people, giving tutorial help,
counseling, and combining their talents with our own to help the entire community of Washington County," said Miss Willis.

(

Chart~
1. H. Melvin & Blue Notes
2. Persuaders
3. Spinners
4. AI Green
5. Manhattans
6. Betty Wright
7. Temptations
8. Stylistics
9. Chuck Berry
10. Lamont Dozier

choice selection of fine wines, liquors and cold beer

Josels Liquor

Store

246 Prairie Ave .
Providence, R.I.
: "unbeatable service"

331-5838

Martin Luther King
Shopping Center
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throughout the country. These offices are located in Mass., Conn.,
Miss., Florida, and other key
states. · According to the
program's
publication .
"Breakthrough", R. 'f.P. strives to
"open up more opportunities for
minorities who are capable of
entering the construction industry
and will move to expand it services
to other cities."
The branch loca ted in
Providence is now active in what
Taylor called "the Rhode Island"
plan. Basically, said Taylor, it is a
plan for "filtering Blacks and
minorities into R.I. trade crafts."

R. T.P.:

"Brothers to me I are; naturally
creative, that's why I push
building trades," said Stanley
Taylor, equcational counselor for
the newly-situated Rhode Island
Recruitme'nt and Training
Program (R.T.P.)
This community-help program is
essentially designed to open the
. doors to minority youth in the
different industrial crafts and skill
trades . It is geared toward
"placing minorities into an apprenticeship training program,"
said Taylor.
Since its opening in July, R.T.P.,
located on 200 Cranston St.,
Providence, has recruited and
placed approximately ten of its
growing number of applicants into
different top money-making
positions.
Carpentry, plumbing, ironworkign, electrical engineering,
and brick laying are some of the
building trades introduced to
applicants.

.

Minorities
•
In
Construction

Moving on Up

Trained on Job
Upcn entering R.T.P. an applicant is interviewed, ensuring completion of secondary school or a
G.E.D. (General Equivalency
Diploma). When the the office is
notified of union apprenticeship
openings, the applicant is given a
30 minute aptitude test . This
<lerves as a guide to the special
Irea in which he needs assistance
)r tutoring. Through R.T.P., the
lppIicant receives 144 tutoring
/lours in order to successfully pass
union qualification tests.
Upon passing these require<
tests, he becomes a registered apprentice. The union, in which he is
regist~red, provides classes in
tecHnical and practical training.
During this time he is paid an apprentice's salary.
. "Apprentice's pay," Taylor
said, "starts out at 40-60% of a
general wage."
After his training is completed,
the applicant becomes a fullfledged union member and
recieves wages equal to that of a
iournevman's wages.

At the end of three or four .1~ars
of apprenticeship the worker
"Iearnes the total craft and makes
alot of money."
"Something I wish a lot of people
could understand," Taylor added,
"is that the whole world is not
built up of academic shool-there
has got to be a total effort of Black
peoples to understand building
trades. With these skills, a brother
can go out and work on his own and
set up his own business."
"He has qualifications and he
.
can re~leve top-dollar," Taylor
emphaSized .

, • • • itt • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Market Street EI
Where's your umbrella, Child?
Brown sugar melts in the rain.
I
My knees are freezing, my wrists are twisting,!
This weather is a shame!
We Fall into Winter, and Spring into Summer,
But who can we blame?
When the Hawk talks, nobody walks.
You know we're all the same.
If this train don't come, it won't be no fun
To find ourselves suddenly lame. Cheryl Harris

Nation-wide Agencies
R.T.P. came into being as a
result of the 1960 Commission
Against Descrimination fin~in~s .
Accordine: to the commiSSIOn.
,there were only 300 Blacks 00.i:01
15,000 apprentices in the New York
area. There were no Blacks at all
in the plumbing, iron-workers,
mosaic and terrazo, steam fitters
and sheet metaling trades, the
commission added.
Because of the small amount of
minorities active in union trades in
1963, demonstrators in the New
York area demanded that at least
25% of the labor force consist of

Full scale operations began in
1964 and the Recruitment and
Training Program was officially
established.
With its main office located in
New York state, R.T .P . has
opened twenty-four similar office~

Ms. Ida Lewis
editor and publisher of ENCORE magazine
is coming to URI on Nov. 30!
She will be speaking in the Memorial Union Ballroom at 7:30 pm.
No admission.
This event is sponsored by Uhuru Sasa and Kingston Women's Liberation

New Education
Approximately three years ago a
program geared to increase th€
enrollment of Black and other
minorlj ty students at Rhode Island
College was iniated. This particular program, Special Services
or Student Development Program,
was created int the mind of Roger
Parrish, former 'director of the
Special Services Program.
Parrish is presently serving as
Director of the Urban Educational
Program in Providence.
Special Services is primarily for
low-income minority students,
although there is an insignificant
number of low-income~ whites
enrolled. Due to the federal funding of the program, there are also
certain federal guidelines which
must be adhered to . These include
enrollment of persons outsid~ the
dominant culture and again persons from low-income families .
Therefore , before students are
selec ed each must go through an
intensive screpning process.
'On ce se lected , the studen,l
e nte rs !he s um mer pha se t
Special S rivces , labele d the
P re p ar t or y E n roll m ent
Program. DUi'irig th six eek
stay at Rbode Island Coliege,
s udenls enroll in two college

minorities. Because of persistent
picketing and demonstrations by
concerned citizens, the Worker
Defense Leaque and the A. Philip
Randolph Educational Fund
devised an employment opportunities program for unskilled
Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos,
etc .

Though the R.I. agency mainly
recruits males between the ages of
18 and 27, it reaches out to
fel1l2les, as well as older persons
seeking trades.
"If women do come," Taylor
said, "we channel them to another
office. "
However, he noted, other offices, such as in Miss., do have ongoing programs oriented toward
women.
Veterans are also encouraged to
visit R.T.P. headquarters. "We
already have some that are
working and some we've just
recrited." noted Taylor.
Obviously, R.T.P. ·is a community program structured to aid in
the growtrh of qualified, independent workers within our community.
"To me, this is something we
build up and grow," Taylor
explained. "It is not a shortsighted thing, you can ca rry it on."
he continued.
Working with Russel Hardy,
Project Director, and Ruth
Clemens, secretary, Taylor sees
only positive developments for
R.T.P., Inc.
Relating the words of Brother
Curtis Mayfield to his
organizational goals, Taylor concluded, "We're building svmething
and because we are building and
growing ...we'll just keep moving
on up."

..

"Comeand enioy"

Program

credit courses which counLtoward Bound Program and have since
their degree, or enter two graduated . Special Services
remedial courses. The courses provides the same fringe benefits
would enable the student to over- throughout the school year as
come any deficiencies he or she during the summer.
may have.
Before the inception of the
Reading and a course in the Special Services Program, the
skills of studying is required of Talent Development Program at
each stu!lent entering the summer URI was the only viable means of
program. Counselors, tutors, and increasing ' minority numbers at
social activities in connection with rhode Island College. Six week
the Upward Bound Program summer matriculation was spent
(another program at RIC for in Kingston,which was a major
students in grades 9-12) are factor in the creation of Special
available. This summer phase of Services. Students entering RIC
the program experienced its first after taking their courses at URI
pains of birth the past summer, on the Prematriculation Program
and progressed quite well accor- were compelled to readjust to the
ding to Mr . Parrish. All students environment at RIC.
who enter the Special Serivces
Some students, depending on
Program, however, do not enter what Maths and English they took,
via the Preparatory Enrollment • found their credits were not
Program which leads to the second transferable.
A fe w students
decided at the end of P rephase.
Uoon the te r m inati on a nd matriculation tha t Rhode Island
• uccessfu I com pletion of the College was not the sch b 1: they
ummer program, all students
would be happy to attend.
enter wh t is called the Special
For these reasons and thers,
RIC's very own program was
Services P rogram starting the fall
semester. Students who did not a - be n in order that the neros of
tend during the sur er, but meet these students be met lhr gb eMthe program standards are also
Iy exposure of the Rhode island
enrolled. This includes students
College campus and all surrounho were formallv on the Upward ding it.

at R.I.C.

When asked if the various
programs assist minority studmts
who would not otherwise receive a
higher level of formalized education, Mr. Parrish said, "Although
a number of Blacks and monorities
enrolling in college and universities is increasing, there are still
a lot of talent walking the streets
that should be getting into Ric,
RIJC, and URI."
"It will take a cooperative effort
on the part of all organizations and
programs to meet the needs of
these students." he continued.
The various students under the
program seem to feel that the
program has given them some particular advantages .
Antoinette
J..ittlejohn , a sophomore at RIC
majoring in physical education
feels , "This year the program
helped me fi nancially with book
and other fees . t also helped me
so that I could apply 0 more
colleges
n I normally would
bave been getting applicatio fees
waivered ..
John Braz, a freshman nd a lunt of the summer phase f
pecial Service said, "U didn'L
gel accepted lOtO this rogram I
woul 't be going anywhere as far
a school is concerned. I ould

have ended up going into the service. The summer program was
interesting and gave mea chance
to be exposed to college life. It
was something new.
The
counselors were helpful with any
problems- personal or schoolwise."
Special Services is currently
being administrated by Mr.
Gilfillan, director. With the new
addition of the Special Services
Program, Rhode Island College is
one of the few schools that has
three federally funded programs
and deals with young,people from
7-12 grades.
The other two programs are
Talent Search, dealing with
students from7-12 ' grades,
referring students to Special Services, and Upward Bound which
takes stUdents from 9-12 grades
putting them in a college setting.
. " Special Services is in no way
com pet it i e with the other
programs, but its main purpose is
tt'increase linority enrollment"
(.onr.luded ouncler, Roger Pa rr·sb.

Cora Watkins
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Pol ice Brutality
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by Valerie South

The Parrot North Incident

Amos I. Smith. 31. said he was doing pretty much what he did every
Friday night. when the Parrot North Incident occurred. Mingling outside with approximately 20 people. talki~g with friends and drinking
beer is a past-time that. Smith claims. IS commonplace.
On Friday. August 25th however, the normal Friday night gettogether. in the opinion of many Black Peacedale citizens. was cutshort by a brutal. deliberate attack upon the rights of
Blacks present on the scene.
"They say its happened before"
At about 9 pm Sautrday night. Smith and a few friends were standing in front of the Parrot North, a pub located In the center of
Peacedale.
"I was there and I had a can of beer." said Smith.
"An officer came." he continued, "and told me to put the beer in the
Parrot North where I got it. I told him I didn't get it in the Parrot
North and I went to put the beer in my car."

t

Smith, when-asked if police incidents such as the Parrot North ever
occurred in his area, replied, "they say its happened before but I've
never seen it until now."
Black Coordinating Committee

t
t

The Black Coordinating Committee, consisting of approximately 10
members, attended a Peacedale town council meeting after the
Parrot North incident. Their pleas to dismiss officers Hawksley and
Robinson from the police force were ignored. Also, their request that
all charges against the Smith,Hazard and Reels be dropped were ignored.
---The committee, which is a representative body of all Black citizens
within the Peacedale area, claims the court hearing of the three men
charged was totally one-sided. Only two eye-witness(;s, were called to
tpstify in the accused's defense, it said.

'

a

t

-

Because of the dissatisfaction of the Black community, funds were
raised to obtain a lawyer who will plead the case of the three men.
Tape recordings of Black citizens who were beaten will also be used in
the accused's defense. Also to show their increased discontentment,
black citizens staged an all-day demonstration in front of the

The Parrot North
"When I went to put the beer in my car," Smith explained, "the
policeman grabbed my arm and put it behind my back."
"I snatched my arm away," said Smith, "and I ran up the street."
The events which took place after Smith fled, resulted in the forming of the Peacedale Black Coordinating Committee. This committee claims police officers Hawksley and Robinson, emerging from
a small nightclub across from the Parrot North, began beating the
Black citizens after Smith fled from the scene.
According to eyewitness committee members, the two police officers began arresting the on-lookers.
Several persons were kicked in the stomach, beaten in the face and
handcuffed to cars while being kicked in the stomach, said eye
witnesses.
Also. said a committee member. "Capt. Hawksley went into the
Parrot North and dragged the lead singer (of the band playing inside)
into the street and told her she was going to be booked for drinking in
the street.··
According to both Smith and committee members, both Hawksley
and Robinson were heavily intoxicated. Their "pistols were dangling
out of their pockets." one eyewitness added.
Approximately 15 minutes later Smith returned to the scene.
"When I saw them (the policemen) arresting people, I told them I was
the one who caused everything." he said. "but they told me to go inside." "They acted like they didn't want to hear it," said Smith.
According to Smith, four persons were taken to the South Kingston
police station and were later r· eleaspo
Thomas Reels. John Hazard and Smith 'were not arrested. but later
received a court summons and appeared in court Sept. 14.
The three were charged with resisting arrest, drinking in the street,
and interfering with an officer.
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Demonstrators protesting Parrot North incident.
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gain the love of a true sister?
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Are you Insane!
White man!!!
Do you think you'll stay on top?
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Perhaps, with this community togetherness, whic~ the commit~ee
has obtained, the Peacedale area will no longer experience the tensIOn
and dissatisfaction which it has suffered thus far.
With the Black Coordinating Committee actively working to completely end the social grievances of the community, perhaps m?re
citizens such as Amos I. Smith, will smile with pride and say, "I thmk
it's great!"
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It is shock ing
dible
have been subjected to the mis
of so-called "law enforcers" j
period of time.
Police brutality, as well a!
brutality, has plagued us eve
were dragged to this conJjnent.
Van Leeston, director c:n" 0.1.4
problem."
However, this problem mus
must disappear. We must mali
no longer sit idle while our S:
their breast; while our Brother
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lives, innocently view the sava;
us. It must stop.
Some may ask, "How, wht
suggest it will end when we,
powerful people), wish it to ent
deal with the totally outrageo
lawful atrocities imposed upo
and souls. It must end.
Providence, Peacedale Bro!
thank you. You have exposed v
but not accepted, dealt with 0
long.
I thank you in the Blackest
thank you with love.
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Peacedale Town Hall on Nov. 6. The demonstra tors wore picket signs
protesting the injustices stemming from the police brutality incident.
Thus far. according to the committee, tension and apprehension is
building in the Black community due to what took place on Aug. 25.
Incidents of name calling, and harrassment by police has happened
frequently, said the committee, however the Parrot Incident was the
breaking point.
"When this happened,'said one committee member, "people had no
one to turn to, now we have a committee for people to go to."
"In the past," said one member, "black men were always being
taken down to the police station. But this (the Parrot North incident)
was getting a little too bold, when men were beat right in front of
wi tnesses. "
With the formation of the Black Coordinating Committee it seems
affirmative action is being taken to guard against alledged police
beatings such as those which occurred in the past. "We are working
towards getting more Black representation on the town council,
school committee and police force," said the committee.

~~!~~gR~:e~::o~/uture

Are you insane!
Do you truly believe in
white supremacy and that
Blacks shall always be
inferior??

If you do, white man, let me say that you are wrong. Black
people shall never be the underdog any longer. We will rise
with power and knock you off your, too long reined, throne.
And once again the Black man will become a source of the
proud, everlasting pride and power.
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Yes white man you are
definitely insane. I feel
no pity for you.
Diana Guy
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Valerie- Southern

It goes back to March, 1970, when a groliP of Black people got
together representing approximately 14 various agencies in the city to
protest the age-old problem of police brutality," said Michael Van
Leeston, director of the Opportunities Industrialization Center
(O.I.C.).
"We call ourselves the Coalition of Black Leadership and I was
designated the chairman, " he added .
"It was our feeling that police brutality both physical and verbal is
an unresolved thing in the Black community, " said Van Leeston. " We
(the coalition) felt we had a responsibility to attempt to resolve this
negative situation, " he added.
After many complaints from Black citizens, the Coalition of Black
Leadership and six individual black residences of Providence submitted a law suit against the Providence Police department.
The suit (according to the Providence Evening Bulletin, July 18)
sought "A permanent injunction against alledged Providence police
brutality toward black citizens and asked for new procedures to investigate citizen complaints against police."
The Coalition, before appealing to the courts met with Attorney
general Richard Isreal and Mayor Joseph A. Doorley of Providence.
The results of the meeting were totally unfavorable, said Van
Leeston.
The various organizations then began raising monies "for the purpose of hiring law students," he said, and "to work in the Black community and compile affidavits from individuals alledgedly being mistreated by the Providence Police Department. " Approximately 150
affividavits were compiled.

ncredible that we, as a people,
to the mistreatment and abuse
enforcers" for such an extended

"We presented all the affividavits to our lawyers ," said Van
Leeston, " They felt the affidavits were enough to present to the
courts."
The affidavits

as well as social and mental
us ever since Black Folks
this con,tinent. As said by Michael
(Jf O.I.C., it is an "age-old
problem must end, this problem
We must make it change. We can
while our Sisters are beaten on
our Brothers are brutally jabbed
while our babies, the fruit of our
view the savageness imposed upon

Alton W. Wiley , John M. Roney and Cary J . Coan of Rhode Island
Legal Services and Drew S. Days, legal counsel for the N.A.A.C.P.
presented cases for the Bla~k citizens:
..
,
Beginning in July, the hearings, held m U,S. District Court m Prov.,
unvt:iled approximately 60 police brutality incidents. . .
Testimonies were given by both male and female victims. The
testimonies ranged from name-calling abuse to actual physical
bea tings by police officers . Some of the sta temen.t~ were as .follows :
-Ms. Marcia Carpenter, of 437 Charles St., testIhed an ofhcer spat
in her face simply because she had driven past his car on a
Providence side-street.
-Mr. Ronald Gray, confiding in a court hearing that after a
misunderstanding with his wife, an unidentified police officer
appeared on the scene and began beating him . Because of the sever
beating, said Gray, his hand was placed in a cast.

t

t
t
t
t

, "How, when does it end?" I
when we, (a very strong and
, wish it to end ... when we begin to
outrageous, sadistic, and unimposed upon our limbs. minds,
st end.
Brothers and Sisters ... I
exposed what has been known,
, dealt with or understood for too

Valerie Southern,
editor-in-chief

•

Michael Van Leeston
Male witnesses claimed they were punched, slapped , and kicked in
the groin by police officers while their hands were tied behind their
backs.
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2. to ask their assistance in " raising $2500-$3000 to offset our court ,
cost. "
" Members of the Coalition ," stated Van Leeston, "are lOOking,
forward to meeting with representatives of the Afro- groups of every
college and university in the state. "
"If Judge Pettine gives a positive decision we want to run off ,
pamphlets indicating what to do if you are illegally mistreated by the
Providence Police Department. "
"We want to get a total citizenry informed as to the procedure to
follow," he explained.
" An effort such as this ," concluded Van Leeston, "will bring us , as
a people, closer together."
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It must stop if we are to live
with. the beauty of ourselves,

t

" In working within within the system, we took our grievan~es to. th~
court but it's quite intere~ting that t~ere's a strong feellng wlthm
certain members of the white community, who are outraged at the
though that we should carry o~t l~gitimate grievances. to the ~our.t~ . "
"There is a large body of thmkmg that feels the pollce are Justified
in any activity that they try to engage in, in the Black community. "
" It's a racist attitUde and one that all of us face on a daily basis in
many areas of our lives ," concluded Van Leeston.
,

Student-Aid
,
Chairman of the Coalition of Bla ck Leadership, Michael Van
Leeston, is anticipating student interest in the recent police brutality
trial. In an effort to mobilize Black students he hopes :
1. the students will " become fully involved and informed about the
,
suit and its implications. "

t
t

the Blackest way I know how. I

,"d Me.
A. Mucci' "id they weco
refused immediate medical care after being physically abused by officers on duty.
-Photographs were submitted, showing the swollen face of Mr.
Frank Young, of Potters Ave ., who had been struck in the face by
policemen.
-Ms. Maxine DeGrace. claims she was taken to the police station
and beaten savagely after being arrested in the St. Joseph 's Hospitai
parking lot.
Said Ms. DeGrace, she and her sister had visited her brot.her in the
hospital. After leaving the hospital, she said five officers , knowing
she was pregnant, came upon them and handcuffed them .
At the station, said Ms. DeGrace, she was slappe , in the face until
her nose bled. When blood began to drip on her maternity blouse, she
claims, the policemen ripped off her blouse and took $60 she had
placed in her bra.
- Providence College Basketball player, Marvin Barnes , testified
he was beaten by several policemen . Barnes claims he was hurled
into a policevan and punched by three offil:ers .
--Black Councilman Lawrence E . Brown , D-Ward 11 , testified he
was struck in the stomach by an officer.
Said Brown, he had gone to 76 Comstock st. to investigate a stabbing
incident, when officers on the scene, began mistreating on-lookers ,
Brown , in an attempt to " Resolve the problem" was jabbed in the
stomach with a night stick. When Brown showed his official badge.
the policemen laughed, he said .
Fipal Statement
Final statements alter the 30-day court hearmg beginning July 18
and ending Oct. 20, were made by lawyer , Alwn W. Wiley .
According to the Providence Evening Bulletin (Oct. 20 ), Wiley sai.d ,
" The police heirarchy is insensitive to the needs of blacks . I submit .
your honor, that they are racists , and I don 't say that lightly. The
trouble is, they don't know they 're racists . And some of this has
rubbed off on the attorneys for the defense, and they don 't realize it.
The police department has treated this case with scorn , ~ith disdain."
.
Because of technical complications, a final decision has not bee!1 .
reached by Chief Judge Raymond J . Pettine.
In Conclusiop
" This case has some deep implications to the over-all community ,"
said Van Leeston, after the court trials had ended.
" Black people will no longer sit by and watch injustices be ,
perpetuated upon the masses of people," he continued .
,
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Brutality

and

Black

by Valerie-Southern

The .Coali tion

Incident

It goes back to March, 1970, when a group of Black
together representing approximately 14 various agencies
protest the age-old problem of police brutality," said ..."_....,,.
Leeston, director of the Opportunities Industrialization
(O.I.C.).
" We call ourselves the Coalition of Black Leadership and
designated the chairman, " he added .
" It was our feeling that police brutality both physical and
an unresolved thing in the Black community," said Van
(the coalition) felt we had a responsibility to attempt to
negative situation," he added.
After many complaints from Black citizens, the Coalition of
Leadership and six individual black residences of
mitted a law suit against the Providence Police n!lr·tmpnt
The suit (according to the Providence Evening Bulletin,
sought" A permanent injunction against alledged Providence
brutality toward black citizens and asked for new
vestigate citizen complaints against police."
The Coalition, before appealing to the courts met with
general Richard Isreal and Mayor Joseph A. Doorley of
The results of the meeting were totally unfavorable , sa
Leeston.
The various organizations then began raising monies "for
pose of hiring law students," he said, and "to work in the
munity and compile affidavits from individuals alledgedly
treated by the Providence Police Department. " Approxima
affividavits were compiled.

if police incidents such as the Parrot North ever
, replied , " they say its happened before but I've
Black Coordinating Committee

Committee, consisting of approximately 10
a Peacedale town council meeting after the
Their pleas to dismiss officers Hawksley and
force were ignored. Also, their request that
the Smith, Hazard and Reels be dropped were ig-

ulJI"nu'l5

which is a representative body of all Black citizens
area, claims the court hearing of the three men
one-sided . Only two eye-witness(~s, were called to
s defense , it said .
dissatisfaction of the Black community, funds were
a lawyer who will plead the case of the three men.
of Black citizens who were beaten will also be used in
Also to show their increased discontentment ,
staged an all-day demonstration in front of the
Ha-ll on Nov. 6. The demonstrators wore picket signs
ustices stemming from the police brutality incident.
to the committee, tension and apprehension is
community due to what took place on Aug. 25 .
calling, and harrassment by police has happened
the committee, however the Parrot Incident was the
,n.,..,n'>n,'said one committee member, "people had no
we have a committee for people to go to. "
, said one member,"black men were always being
police station . But this (the Parrot North incident)
too bold, when men were beat right in front of
of the Black Coordinating Committee it seems
is being taken to guard against alledged police
those which occurred in the past. "We are working
more Black representation on the town council,
and police force ," said the committee .
this community togetherness, which the committee
Peacedale area will no longer experience the tension
which it has suffered thus far.
Coordinating Committee actively working to comgrievances of the community, perhaps more
I. Smith, will smile with pride and say , " I think
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It is shock ing
incredible that we, as a people,
have been subjected to the mistreatment and abuse
of so-called "law enforcers" for such an extended
period of time.
Police brutality, as well as social and mental
brutality, has plagued us ever since Black Folks
were dragged to this con~jnent. As said by Michael
Van Leeston, director or- O.I.C., it is an "age-old
problem."
However, this problem must end, this problem
must disappear. We must make it change. We can
no longer sit idle while our Sisters are beaten on
their breast; while our Brothers are brutally jabbed
in their groins; while our babies, the fruit of our
lives, innocently view the savageness imposed upon
us. It must stop.
Some may ask, "How, when does it end?" I
suggest it will end when we, (a very strong and
powerful people), wish it to end ... when we begin to
deal with the totally outrageous, sadistic, and unlawful atrocities imposed upon our limbs. minds,
and souls. It must end.
Providence, Peacedale Brothers and Sisters .. .1
thank you. You have exposed what has been known,
but not accepted, dealt with or understood for too
long.
I thank you in the Blackest way I know how. I
thank you with love.
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If you do, white man, let me say that you are wrong. Black
people shall never be the underdog any longer. We will rise
with power and knock you off your, too long reined, throne.
And once again the Black man will become a source of the
proud, everlasting pride and power.
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Alton W. Wiley , John M. Roney and Cary J . Coan of Rhode
Legal Services and Drew S. Days, legal counsel for the N.A
presented cases for the Black citizens:
. .
.
Beginning in July, the hearings, held In U.S . District Court In
unvtiled approximately 60 police brutality incidents. . .
Testimonies were given by both male and female victims
testimonies ranged from name-calling abuse to actual
beatings by police officers. Some of the statements were as
-Ms. Marcia Carpenter, of 437 Charles St. , testified an
in her face simply because she had driven past his car
Providence side-street.
-Mr. Ronald Gray, confiding in a court hearing that
misunderstanding with his wife, an unidentified police
appeared on the scene and began beating him. Because of
beating, said Gray, his hand was placed in a cast.
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Male witnesses claimed they were punched, slapped, and kid
the groin by police officers while their hands were tied behind
backs .
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Valerie Southern,
editor-in-chief
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Yes white man you are
definitely insane. I feel
no pity for you.
Diana Guy

,
t
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with· the beauty of ourselves,

protesting Parrot North incident.

"We presented all the affividavits to our lawyers, "
Leeston, " They felt the affidavi~ were enough to present
courts."
The affidavits
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It must stop if we are to live
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solidly at the bottom of the pot like
masses still ignore this truism?
littl~ stones. Of course, I fully
The educational system teaches us
realIze the impossibility of the
how America 's so-called free
Black masses being fully
enterprise system operates and '
. . assimilated into White America,
how, if given the notion, it can
- - - - - - - - - . - -..---- but we have nonetheless ignored
work for us. Black authors extort
the real facts on the Black conWhat is Black Capitalism and the growth characteristics of the
European immigrant.
sumer dollar and how it turns over
how does it differ from White
The Black fight to secure an
into white hands, white retail es~apitalism? Many of our Black
America
honorable
position
in
tablishments, distribut.ors,
national leaders are getting on the
manufacturers, and bankers. Yes,
econOrrDc bandwagon. They are have taken many shapes. Marcus
and how these white merchants
coining cliches like "Buy Black" Garvey advocated the futility of
transfer their Black dollars into
or "Support Your Black Brother." . such a fight and attempted to
secure
passage
back
to
our
white
political power to secure
People like the Honorable Elijah
their position. Yet, we are still
Muhammad. Rev. Jesse Jackson homeland . Rev. Martin Luther
reluctant to participate in this
and Rev. Leon Sullivan have come King fought for integration of
stores, schools, and the minds of
process.
to the stark realization that the
.. _._.--- ..
.. .. .. .. ...
...- ............ ..........
...-.._--.only way to our rightful place in
this country has to be the
traditional route taken by thE
European ethnic groups as the~
carved their way into American
. -.--~ ....,.... ...-- - - .-.~...,..~- ...
..history.
Since our immigration to this the white oppressors. And recentThe colleges and universities are
country was by brute force, no ly, the Black "militant" move- offering scholarships to young
comparison can be made to our
ment suggests an armed revolu- Black talent, but inevitably you
European counterparts. However, tion as the only answer to our op· will find a preponderance in
what is real , is that Black people pressed state.
curriculums like sociology, psyhave sat back while the Irishmen ,
All of these nlvvements have chology, music, Black literature,
Jews , Germans, and others pushed
provided some relief to the myriad and histor·y which are certainly
the naturally born Black citizens of problems facing the Black man . needed for an affluent society that
aside to gain their place in
But none of these offer any perma- wants to further its cultural arts
America . Realizing full well that
nent solutions. The way is not to and understanding of themselves.
Blacks started from the more op" Leave thy Neighbor," "Love thy
But can we characterize the
pressed state of slavery than our
Neighbor," or "Kill thy Black race as affluent, can we
European counterparts, we still
Neighbor," but "Buy thy even call it semi-affluent? No, the
have not learned from their subNeighbor," then and only then will only description we can offer is
jugation, growth and eventual abBlack people become a force in that we are poor and will remain
sorption into the melting pot of
so unless we begin- to plan
this nation.
America .
It ' s a known fact that the strategies utilizing our scarce
Although many authors consider
almighUy dollar has the power to human resources , physical
the Black race part of this somove this country and the men resources, and the Black concalled melting pot, we still remain
who run it. Yet, why do the Black sumer dollar . That. mv Brother
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and Sister is what is relerred to as
Black Economic Development.
The aforementioned national
figures have begun to recruit and
organize knowledgeable persons
who understand the system and
use it to further the cause of the
Black people . One of these
programs is the 10-36 Plan,
founded by Rev . Leon Sullivan,
which will use Black investment
dollars to build shopping centers,
housing developments, banks, factories, and other commercial establishments in order to keep the
Black consumer dollar in Black
hands.
That is commonly referred to as
capitalism, but capitalism controlled by Black minds. He has
proven that his concept works in
Philadelphia .
The Honorable
Elijah Muhammed has proven that
his economic program can work
across this country. Anything is
possible if you believe in it.

..- ..-..-..- .-..-..-.-...-..- ..----
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Development:
.--..--.-..- ..-..-..-...-...-..-.. ..-.. ..-..-..-.
and dependency on the welfare
~

Our local situation can be
categorized as a massive movement towards total and absolute
apathy. The Rt'ick man who ventures out to seek the "American
Dream" is being castrated by his
Brother who is first to ridicule and
last to support. There have been
many examples of Black
businessmen who have tried unsuccessfully to cater to the Slack

,

Do
Die..--..•-.--.-..-..-.--- -.-..-.. or..-..---.-.-...

"In simplest terms, "10-36" attempts to provide minorit)
Americans with a stake in the free enterprise system and all
Americans an opportunity to build a better society. With a high sense
of commitment to the social needs of the country, and a practical
. economic approach to involving minorities in a business mainstream
of the nation, The 10-36 Plan is a one-of-a-kind opportunity. Its potential for America is unlimited. The return-on-investment is not just in
dollars, but also in new hope for millions of people."
What is The 10-36 Plan and how did it start?
The 10-36 Plan is saving $10.00 a month for 36 months and investing
the monies into both profit and non-profit ventures to help the minority communities. Imagine the average family can own a $360.00 share
of stock, by saving only $.34 a day .
The 10-36 Plan was devised by Reverend Leon H. Sullivan, author of
Build Brother Build, Chairman of the Board and Founder of Opportunitil!s Industrialization Center. to .I.C .), (there are 100 OICs in
different cities in America and five OICs in Africa) . Rev . Sullivan is ,
also, the first Black man to be elected to the Board of Directors of
General Motors (in charge of training Black ownerships of GM
dealers through the country.)
The history of the 10-36 Plan started in June. 1962. A typical Black
preacher stepped in front of his congregation on Sunday and delivered
a sermon . What was different about this day is that in the course of
events during the service, this man asked 50 members to set aside
$10.00 a month for 36 months in an attempt to solve problems existing
in the Black community of Philadelphia, and Pennsylvania .
That morning in Zion Baptist Church Iqcated at Broad and Venango
Streets, 600 members came forth to invest their money into what is
called today The 10-36 Plan .
This stock plan operates under two arms, a profit side and a nonprofit side. It has developed many interesting activities to help Black
people .
The charitable portion of the plan is called The Zion Non-Profit
Charitable Trust and it emphasizes educational and housing opportunities necessary to provide social uplift and development of urban
communities. Examples of these ventures include:
1. Progress Creative Analysis (PCA) consisting of a group of
professionals composing a research and development team to provide
teaching , analysis, business packaging, advise and aid in the development of community efforts.
2. Entrepreneurial Development Training Center (EDTC) along
with a grant from the federal Government provides training in
management, ownership , counseling and packaging to persons interested in starting their own business . This service is offered free of
charge to anyone in the Philadelphia area .
3. Progress Vinture CapItal Corporation P VCC), a " MESBIC, "
fu r
loans or purcha d stock in minonly businesses.
4. P rogress Educational P roject (PEP ) WlthOU I ', charge . gIves
couns ling, guiding, tulonng and ch lar hips to members of LlJe 10-;'\6
Plan .

public.
One example is the
Western Auto Store at the University Heights Shopping Center,
which was developed hy a local
group who mailed "Customer
Preference " cards to a list of
Black customers which offered
two to five per cent discounts on
certain levels of sales.
One Sister stated to me that she
absolutely refused to buy at
Western Auto if we only gave two
per cent discount on a $25 sale.
The logic of this reasoning escapes
me, but it does point out the benign
neglect that we, as Black people,
give to each other.
The economic development
programs being proposed across
this nation will have a definite and
continual effect on growth of the
Black race. Our community can
choose not to participate in this
movement , but before we decide,
let it be known the conse' 'uences of
this decision : absolute ~ppression

-.~.--.-

Zion Investmant Association (ZIA), which represents the profit side
. of the plan activities , includes :
Real Estate investments and management, retailing manufacturing
and a recents built construction company. A breakdown of these ventures follows : 1. The Industrial Group which is composed of two
divisions, Progress Aerospace Enterprises, Inc., aerospace elec~rnnics division and Progress Products Company, commercial electronics divisions . 2) Zion Gardens Apartment Complex a 90 family unit, 3) four office buildings, 4) Progress Plaza Shopping Center a fouracre site for a $2 million Black owned and operated center, 5) OUR
Markets four mini-supermarkets located in the inner denisty populated city, etc.
Designed for deferred Drofits
The 10-36 Plan is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and is the first of its kind that combines a profit-seeking company with a charitable enterprise. Because of the nature of the
program it is important to note that it is not geared toward immediate
profit objectives. Rather it is designed to provide deferred profits to
investors as the wide range of businesses develop and become
profitable. All projects are backed by the best management expertise
available, and through established corporations, such as General
Electric.
What happens when a person in Providence joins the 10-36 Plan
His total investment .amounts to $360.00. Two-hundred dollars goes
toward the profitable investment while the $160.00 is his charitable
contribution, an investment in helping the advancement of Black communities. The $160.00 is tax deductable. Deposits will be made in
local banks with records centralized and computerized in
Philadelphia.
A portion of each $10. payment from every investment will remain
in Providence in order that the 10-36 Plan Office in this area may
begin projects to help the Black community in the area . Therejore,
each individual that joins this plan has ownership in the enterprises
already existing in Philadelphia and any investment or business ventures opening under the 10-36 in Providence, and /or any other location
in America.
Though this year is the first time the 10-36 Plan is being offered in
the state of Rhode Island, evidence of the plan has been in the state
for a number of years . A Western Auto Store located in University
HeIghts Shopping Center, received its first loan from the 10-36 Plan to
begin operation.

..-..-

-"''-''-

state. If we take the option to join
the movement, not only are your
dollars needed, but also developed
minds who can operate the system
in behalf of the Black masses.
Total utilization of our human
resources has to be the key to the
success of this movement. Your
support of the local movement ,
namely the Rhode Island 10-36
Plan, can mean a brighter future
for our children.
David Harris, Director
Progressive Association
for Economic Development

God. how I love the night
like a blanket before my
eyes,
sheltering me from lies
and from faces that are
white.
Thomas Nance

In case you haven't
noticed: Black Gold
needs a masthead
deSign. If you have any
ideas, drop by the B.G.
office (located on 31
Upper College Road)
and let us in on it.
the editorial board

Black Gold
Needs Help

"T~e_ l0-36 P.lan is a good example of how money can be used to
benefit the .socla~ needs of the community through a free enterprisE.'
system whIle stIlI providing ilJcentiv~ and dividends [or tbe inv stors."
For additi na l Informa tion contact:
Charles A ams
OIC-45 Hamilton st.
Providenc RI
by Lorise Willis
Tel 01-781 -9484

e need your writing
We n e ed
b i li ty .
ypi sts . We need peoI to layout our paper.
We nee d people to
roofread.
We need
idea s.
i deas .
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Where IS that .
Unity Poem

Un,i tyhere on cam ip us
Society has molded the Black world into a separated and confused
people. It has caused us to be a divided and untrusting people. Alone ,
each of us walk an alien land with a false footfall . Alone, each of us
are seeking a cultural exuberance totally unlike that of his
forefathers . All alone, the Black seeks to unify with long, lost,
beautiful Black manhood and power.
Here at the University of Rhode Island there are approximately 120
Black students . Completely alone, each of us walk this campus.
Although we try to always hold tight to our dream, the white society
attempts to batter it from our grasp. Daily we are in a struggle to
continue along our routes of survival and to find a means to make our
routes eventually explode into one.
The classroom locale keeps us separate. Since we are all enrolled
in numerous colleges, our daily schedules spread us thin over this
sparcely populated campus. At 11 a.m. on any given weekday ,
although all 120 of us could have a class, we may only see four or five
faces of distinction . Feeling exceptionally alone, we must trudge
towards our class (knowing we have an exam ahead) with no desired
words of consolation from our friends .
The dormitory keeps us separate. At 12:00 on this same day , we
head back to our rooms. After a person has had an exam a feeling of
ecstacy overcomes the body. Happy that this drudgery is over, one
wants to speak of this to his friends. Unfortunately , our friends live
clear across campus. With few palees to meet, the 120 Black students
head back to their rooms . Everybody realizes that it's too cold to go
to the room of a friend only to find that he is on his way to yours . On
this particular day. the person enters his room and puts on a little
music for comfort.
Predominately white education keeps us separate. In an institution
where predominately white professors teach, what more can a Balek
student expect than a predominately white education. Confused by
his own views , and those of the white world , the student has to be
given more time to adjust. In his home he believes himself to be important. In his class he is just another Black face. The professors
shout out libertarian views to social problems, but even a pure liberal
knows it could never work . With enormous effort, the Black student
strives to keep himself out of the educational process but feeds back
all that this white man expect to hear.
White students Keep us separate. Stressing that he sees no
difference in you , the next door white person tries to comfort us.
Those whites who are concerned, seek the Black student out. It is at
this time that our unity is immensely questioned. Everybody wants a
friend, so we tend to lean towards these sympathetic whites. Slowly,
we begin to unravel our inner-most selves. We try to accept the idea
that someday things will get better. O:u r Black strengths begin to fail
us, and we almost believe in universal brotherhood- until a stupid
"cracker" makes some remark about our color.
Keep in mind that someday our goals will be one in the same. We as
Black students will extend our' experiences (whatever they have
been). Together we will strive to make what has always been a
dream, during our university years, a factual reality. Together, the
Black popUlation at URI must restructure itself in such a way that no
leakages of whiteness can ever seep in. All around us we see the
white stUdent manipulating his existence and we know that we have to
do the s~~e. We as " alone" Blac,k students must attempt to reunite.
As a Unified Black mass, we do have power. Each of us must get involved in aIr that we , as Blacks, undertake . "The strongest Black
man is he who stands amongst other Blacks. "

Search, search, but I can 't find
What I've been looking for all this time
A sister, a brother, their all spread out
Checking and jiving, finding each other out.
But where is it, I know its there
I know unity is there somewhere
Bring it out so it can be seen
Black People bring out our dream.
"Unity" "Unity" its ringing out loud
Bring it out so we can all be proud.
Linda Barros

Think
Black people we must band together to free ourselves of this feeling
of deprivement. Deprivement of pride, power and respect.
We talk of revolution. Brothers and sisters, before we can establish
a revolution we have to get our heads together. We must put an end to
our " nigger image." By this I mean , Ilet the white man see our strong
and vivid side, not the side of weakness. The white man knows our
weaknesses like the back of his hand, but he is not aware of the power
and str.ength we possess. He does not realize that we have means of
dealing with him as he has dealt with us for so many years .
This is not the time to yell " kill." We must learn to deal with these
"people?" through their minds . For so many years they have
deprived us from expanding the knowledge cycle of our bodies. At one
time it was said that a Black person 's brain was much smaller than
that of a white man's brain. A Black man can take in as much
knowledge as he wishes.
When will we stop trying to rip each other off and quit trying to outdo and get over on one another? What the hell's wrong with us?
There is no excuse for us if we let our minds be satisfied with what is
already has consumed. There is much more to be learned.
What would happen if we had a revolution now and wiped out
whitey 's world? We would only know how to kill and fight because at
this time , this is our only instinct. We haven 't exercised our minds
enough. Therefore, we would knock ourselves down and out because
we didn't know how to deal with problems in any other way except by
using violence.
Think my people, where will we end if we don't get our heads
together first .
Diana Guy
.- ..--. ..-,
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Announcement
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whatever I'll bet,
I drank to my eyes fell to ground and my stomach danced ,
my feet went to the door,
i stumbled to the street,
pain shot through my body from loneliness and want,
found myself passing the old soul
'

nigger come on my name is . . , .
nigger want to talk . . ..
nigger tell me some jive . .. .
I'll sit beside you here on the corner,
nigger can you hear me I'm talking to you ?
look here ain't. I cool ;

-4t, ~!~~:~
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Announcement
'.
•
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~ou can 't sleep now
ROOMMATE WANTED
~ nee? comp~ny
.
I don t care If you drmk
' Young gl'rl 10k' f
0
109 or roommate
d '
'.
for little private bou
Th
.
I on t care If you shot
just speak
se,
ere are
2 bedrooms, large living room, and
' t
k
k't h
G'
.
JUS spea
a , I C en,
ood locatIOn, only 15
, .. sorry lady but he ain 't sleeping
mmutes from URI, right off Route,
-.
..
1 in Charlestown. Rent of only
. . .he Just cu~ hiS Wrist,
$50.00 monthly. If interested, call
see the blood m the street.
,1tffl7 or 783-7824_.
~
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To each elderly brack person become
a daughter or a son
LOVE ALL BLACK PEOPLE
.
forget none,
Because in UNITY we acquire
STRENGTH.
Atiba

Have you heard the dude speaking up,
Walked by, he followed and then he stopped me ,
And asked me my name and I said had to go,
And asked me to stay but I said had to go ,
And asked me why I was such a evil thing and .I said huh ,
And walked quickly to the package store, jive nigger
i whispered,
under my breath,
And brought a bottle of bacardi, a bottle of coke, went ,
And as I walked I shugged disgust that wino, the addict,

And
•
And
And
to T:.e ~huru House Is now open
And
ae students. Feel free to ' And
visit and browse around. It's I
your "home". - . please utilize our
Hey
new headquarters (locate d on 31
Hey
Upper College Rd.).
Hey
Hey
Hey
•
Hey

u
N

Love each black man as a brother,
'
Each black woman as a sister.
or mother.
To each black child be a father

Suicide Nigger

•

•
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Message
to a Nation of Black People ' ~
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Togetherness
I would like to say one impor- could perform in other colleges .
I enjoy being in different things
tant thing about this university . I
have been here only two months because communication comes
put myself and many other Sisters across in many directions , Down
and Brothers, find this college , here I feel so isolated . We need
very depressing , We need a these things now or the black ratio
is going to drop. It 's fine to have
change and we need it now ,
The.Special Talent Development entertainers come to the campus
Program is an excellent program but what about when they 're not
but as far as the socialization of here ,
"Where is the togetherness?" I
the black people ;Jre concerned "I
don 't think any black student on
find none' "
We can find many names for our this campus can answer this quessociety but the people are what tion ,
UNITY is what I mean. UNITY
make the name . All black students
don't get together unless there is a is what I emphasize ,
Brothers and Sisters demolish
society meeting ; even- then some
all that hatred , jealousy, dignity
people don 't attend.
Reveal
The white students have and conceited pride ,
everything going for them . Thev yourselves to others as people
have all sorts of activities.W~ have because that is what we all are .
nothing, I feel we all should get Wake up and become aware of
together and plan different ac- what is happening.
'
Become beautiful Black people
tivities for certain nights . There
should be rap sessions, movies , like we know we can be.
Come close to one another indances, plays, trips , etc, We all
need to get together and produce a stead of being so close, but yet so
play. We need to bring African far apart.
"Togetherness" Sister to Sister,
dancers to our school. They can
teach us what they know then we Brother to Brother, Sister to
Brother ; We all need each other.
Linda Barros

Linda Coleman

Africa and the West Indies:
Independence or Neo-Colonialism
When.the European oatio~ met for the Berlin conference to divide
Africa between themselves in 1884, the slave trade had already been
abolished, and the emancipation of slaves proclaimed. William
Wilberforce and others in th~ British Parliament had earlier appealed
to latent European consciences to abandon the trafficing and
marketing of human flesh. In sultsequent developments, a halt was
called on the trading of Africans as slaves, and many years later, the
slaves were freed in the West Indies in the 1830's and later in
America. Before that, however, Toussaint L'Overture had led the
fight against French institutionalized slavery and obtained freedom ·
and subsequent independence for the Blacks of Haiti.
Frederick Douglass strongly advocated the termination of Black
servitude, and Nat Turner and Denmark Vesey carried separate but
calculated attempts to free themselves and other black men, women
and children. Note that the French and American revolutions which
occurred at the end of the 18th century did not provide for Black men
the freedom, liberty and equality that they proposed to accomplish for
~llj)! humanity.
Indeed, the Americans abdicated their responsibility by
proclaiming in their constitutional document that a Black person
represented only a fraction of a man. The French Assembly could not
envision freeing the labor force that generated the riches of the plantations in Haiti, Martinique and Guadeloupe. Whatever were the
reasons for, or jutification of European and Euro-American practices, the motives were the same. Black limbs, black bodies were a
capital asset to the white plutocracy and growing industrialists living
in the West Indies and America, a notion substantiated by their reluctance to free the slaves; black labor was indispensible to the
economic goals set by the countries of Europe and America .
Africa provided this labor, and in the process, her states weakened
due to the reduction of their population and because of the inflation of
the internal conflicts the slave trade perpetrated. So in 1884, there
was no resistance to the decision of England, France, Portugal, Germany, Spain, and Belgium, which sanctioned the 'ownership' of
Africa among themselves. It is important to understand the interconnectedness between the historical developments of Africa ,
America and the West Indies. Drior t.n lAA4 .
1. Europeans and Euro-Americans exploited African labor, a circumstance resulting firstly from the desire to foster economic gains,
and secondly from the superior/inferior race notion that sustains
white racism. Trading posts were set up on Africa's West coast but
the white man did not attempt to gain absolute control of the continent. Indeed, they were prevented from doing so by the resistance of
some of Africa's stronger states.
After the slave trade had disasterously weakened the continent, the
European powers were ready to assume control, patterned after the
West Indian system.
2. The exploitation of black labor took place before and after the
ema~cipation of slaves. Colonial administrative practices regulated
and tied the economy of the West Indian islands to European prosperity. The motive behind the Berlin Conference was the colonialization
of the entire African continent using the economic and political institutions that controlled the Caribbean territories prior to and after
1884.
3. The economic out put of the islands, even as early as the late 19th
century was beginning to show signs of deterioration. Imperial
expansion was seen; then, as the means to provide havens of raw
materials for the manufacturing plants in Europe. Africa, with vast
quantities of minerals, became the prime target area.
Eighty-eight years after African countries were subjected to colonial
administration, African leaders are still fighting to control the
natural resources of their respective nations. Even though most of
the countries gained their independence in the late 50's and early 60's
their economics are still heavily export oriented-providing raw ·
materials for the developed nations and importing most of the
required manufactured products.
At this poini it is obvious that political independence has not been
enough to buck the economic stranglehold that colonial economic
systems exerted on African countries. In essence, colonialism was
replaced by neo-colonialism, on the ~rt of European powers and the
new imperialism of the United States of America .
Not all European nations granted independence to their colonies.
And of those that did, almost invariably it was done with reluctance.
The French in Algeria and the Belgians in the Congo are two
examples.
_
Portugal, meanwhile, has outrightly denied independence to
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea Bissau despite the liberation
struggles being waved in the separate territories. Portuguese
motives are indespicably clear. The major export earnings of these
potentially rich countries, stemming primarily from agricultural
products such as coffee and sugar in Angola and cotton, tea and copra
in Mozambique, contribute substantially to Portugal's economy .
In Angola where there are about five million Blacks and only about
one and a half million whites , 550 European controlled plantations
produce 75% of the nations coffee which is the major export .crop .
Similar parallels of white economic control can be drawn 10 the
West Indies where Jamica's.bauxite is mined by an American compMly and wh~re an Antiguan based oil refinery (ironically cal~ed the
West Indies Oil Company) is also controlled by North Americans.
Whereas in Africa there is an abundance of minerals, the West Indies
is low in extractive resources except for oil in Trinidad and bauxite in
Jamaica and Guyana.
The pattern of foreign domination of the economy is still present
however. Banking and commerce are clear manifestations of this
trend. Tourism is an Antigua's main industry, yet the island's larger
hotels are foreign owned.
Note that, like the African countries, most of the West indian
islands were given independence in the 1960's. Barbados, Trinidad ,
Jamaica and Guyana have tull independent status, while the other
formerBritishjcolonies are independent in associ:tion. This means
England is still in charge of external affairs and defense.
The point that of necessity must be made, is that the islands were
granted independence when their producing capacities dropped or,
tnore specific, when they became, from England's point of view,
liabilities rather than assets.
Colonial economic patterns in which the colonies existed solely for
the benefit the Mother country have made African countries and
the West Iridian 'island states economically vulnerable today.'

of

continued on page 12
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"fines~ quality in accordance with our tradition"

Ghetto
Citizen

Christianity,
Colonialism and
A frika: An Overview
In the view of most people in the Western World, "civilization" is
supposed to have been taken to Afrika by explorers who went there
from Portugal. Almost invariably these 'explorers' were also missionaries. Thus there were two cooponents in each of these travelers :
the explorer component whose aim was to discover and the missionary component which would take on the "noble role" of civilizing
and converting the people to Christianity.
To explore or to discover implied seeking something (in this
case-lands) previously unknown (see Webster's International Dictionary) . Little wonder therefore, that historians have entitled the
voyages of the 14th and 15th century "Voyages of Discovery."
You will realize that this presupposed some centre of the world was
the only inhabited part from where the voyages would begin. All
other parts of the earth, though tl.te voyagers expected to find people,
were uninhabited (note: to 'discover' means to obtain, for the first
time, sight or knowledge of something existing already but not
known). If the lands were not inhabited the missionary component
would not be able to operate since it operates only among human
beings. This is a very sad contradiction.
From the above it is apparent that the missionary component performed a secondary role (that of civilizing) only after the primary
goal (seeking for the first time) had been accomplished. In Afrika
there would be plenty of smiling to welcome the strangers and to confer with them and the ensuing cordiality would intensify upon knowing
that the visitors meant no harm. They had come to talk about God,
the ultimate, God, the supreme. That is very noble indeed but such
were the subtle beginnings of colonialism.
Meanwhile a greater feeling of trust would develop (on the part of
the Afrikan) and plenty of reciprocity, but sooner than later the
'explorer-missionary' would take up arms and claim the land when he
has adequately (without notice) piled up enough ammunition for an on '
onslaught. A South Africka is born, a Rhodesia conceived.
Gradually the rift grows and the enraged Afrikan leaves the Christian church, but a new breed of ministers fly into Afrika, into the
same region. The churches are segregated (South Afrika and
Rhodesia) and these new ministers are supposedly perturbed about
the situation and begin to encourage the formation of all Black
churches to icater for' the needs of Afrikans. "Your rewards are in
Heaven," they are told or "How ma·ny times should I forgive my
brother," they are questioned. This is rhetoric so the answer is given
them 77 X 7. That is a long way from troay and is not cumulative so
each person dies before he has reached the maximum number and the
child begins a new count.
Meanwhile, the Rand (rich gold mine located in Ghana) continues
to pour out gold, and the Kimberly (rich diamond mine located in ·
South Afrika) is gradually being depleted of diamond land while the
discoverer-missionary and his children live in affluence. And the
government meets "in camera" (govel'Rment meeting not open to the
press) to find greater means of suppression.
The Pope makes a trip to Kampala and even an Obote smiles heartily yet the Pope's other trips are "holy" retreats to Portugal, one of
the most Catholic countries in Europe. To Afrika, though , Portugal is
the most outwardly imperialistic (remember Angola, Mozambique
and Guinea-Bissau) .
.
Uiitimately, the . inquisitIve Afrikan wonders and asks:
Christianity-what motive?
Is not the basis supposed to be
brotherhood of man and should not this be practiced first by the one
who took it to these distant lands? Is example not better than
precept? How can A and B live together in Heaven (peacefully) if A,
who concieved this ultimate life, can't apply it on earth?
Kwame
Did Afrikans know God at all? (Read next issue)
born-Ghana

II am a citizen of the Ghetto
A naturalized Ghettonian
With authority
To travel through cities of depravity
I move with ease
From Harlem to Watts
To Johannesbury South Africa
and back
To Birmingham Alabama
Via Kingston Jamaica.
I need no visa.
Declaration of intended Port
Is pre-stamped on my passport.
Brown-eyed, kinky haired, black
skinned
I am destined
For the Ghetto.
I travel light
No bags
Just tags
Of what should be
Souvenirs of the last country
Penniless I left
Destitute I return
Worked hard
Saw nothing
Of my earning
But someone takes meticulous
care
To pay my fare
So I can come home
to the Ghetto.
Atiba

Uhuru Sasa
Subcommittees
The following committees

sho.ul~ now be in the process of

defmlng and setting goals for the
upcoming year. Implementation
of structural tactics will be
reviewed at the next UHURU
meeting. If you want to work on
any of the committees, contact one
of the following organizational
leaders.
POLITICAL COMMITTEE
Norman Green
Cynthia Goza
Louis Francis
EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE
Nancy Perry
Cathy Lee
ECONOMIC COMMITTEE
Linda Hazel
Tom Varella
Lawrence Martinez
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
COMMITTEE
Mary Etchison
Pat Burgie
Carolyn Senna
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I Love You:
How- When-Why!

W
R

LOVE IS TRUE BEAUTY

If you would know dear "how I love-

Holding him tightly around my body i dream,
Hoping this moment will never seize,
As love intervenes with life we do,
Just holding , so deep, so true,
And one mystery if life begins reveals,
What deep love, what deep feeling within,
As this moment together we are one,
But tomorrow will you say,
yea baby it was fun,

Know this:
In light of day or black of night,
.
In midst of dream or perchance durmg that
intercession of fantasy which oft
envelopes mind- half conscious,
You 'll feel my lipsNot only on your lips or restricted to ~o.ur face ,
Not merely placed in the orthodox position others
know which has become so common to the
world and seems the only place for lips to touch ,
.
But boldly will my lips ravish you c0n:tpletelyRoughly touching but tenderly carressmg each portIOn
of your soft and tended field which has produced
the flowers of you body and made you
Goddess of my life before the world.
Thus will my lips reply should you ask how?
Insanely!

Linda Coleman

Caribbean Limbo

If you would know dear "when" I loveKnow this:
If you could follow me all day,
And be with me through night my constant
companion- watching every moment of .
my life thus knowing every movement I did make ,
You'd bless my eyesNot just because they twinkle full with love,
Not merely for the lust found kindled there which
flames forth now and then in uncontrolled expression boring through your dress and laying
bare before my gaze you golden skin,
But there you 'll meet yourself whene'er you ca~~ to glanc~ ,
Sweetly, warmly, gladly you'll find yourself smiling bac,k m
heavenlike reflection through my eyes at you and you II
look twice surprised to find the constant apparition just like you.
Thus will my eyes reply should you ask when?
Perpetually!

She was raped.
.
Her virgin body, once possessed by European ExpatrIates,
Shows no hate.
The prostitute she 's become,
..
Is nonchalant to insults heaped upon her mtegrlty.
Fun loving tourists
Bask in her hospitality.
Watch her limbo
Lady Caribbean, "How low can you go?"
She smiles incessantly.
Euphoria covers the scars she's suffered.
Shamelessly she stretches her hand
For the rapist dollars.
atiba

If you would know dear " why" I love-

Know this:
I cannot think except the thought embody you,
I cannot work except you be my strength, probing my
desire to give my all for you and seeking
naught aside from what's presentable to you,
You are my life.
Not simply lip and eye or senses that perceive,
Not just my thought or mutually restricted through
mv work- accomplishing only that which mortal
m~n wills to commit in self desired taste,
.
But through God's will you are my soul,
Adding to my life the basic things that balance hfea clear mind in the midst of triala heart of love to guide through darknessand action dynamic in its precise unwavering way.
Thus will my life reply should you ask why?
Without you, love, I'd die!
Rev. Arthur Hardge

A Lost Feeling/Found
used
to
see red and green
and black when things of the sort
was popular in style
and real hip and superfly.
used
to
dream real dreams
until someone told me that they
are brought about by a wish
and that a dream represents this
wish as fulfilled but in a form of
hallucinatory experience.
And when i dreamed of love (as defined by
white civilization)
i awoke in a cold sweat
and sensed that i may have lost this
feeling ...
for a long-time.
Then with a courage only strong Black
men deserve,
i scratched the bottom of. my heart
and the epithelium surrounding it in
search for a feeling that would not be
expressed in the form of aggression or
being impulsive.

Hate is rooted in Fear ... and the
only cure for "Fear - Hate" ... is
love.

-Martin Luther King
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Little Boy
Seen a little boy,
no toys ,
Building a house,
on a sidewalk of broken glass,
Running nose, tear stained face,
tattered clothes unerased,
He looked up and asked me for a dime,
because he was hungry and he was five, .
I picked up his body and hunged him so close,
And the tears began to flow,
Mine meeting his and his meeting mine,
And hunged as he was my own sweet chile,
And as I looked up, I told him yes ,
A warm bed, a good meal and warm clothes I'll get
And he smiled, with joy and clinged to me hard ,
And said please lady let them bring me no harm ,
And once again I hunged him , and he did the same,
Oh for an hour or a day,
Oh how we smiled, Oh how we played,
Until I opened my eyes and here he layed,
In my arms the warmth of his body left,
and the clutch of his arms fe ll as asleep, as dead,
And I fe ll beside h' tattered body and cried,
Again to late, Again my chile.

i

found by my surprise a warm glow
that radiated and reflected off
the cold impersonal objects
surrounded by a cosmic space.
. yes, like the sun, the heat of the univers~,
an energy uncompromising in its revolutIOn
of Dark to Light and Light to Dark
celestial in its body,
but when i compared me and my relationship
to the sun, i sensed that this was not of my control.
-This controls my life force .
i wanted to find an energy that would be created,
but undefinable or perhaps only definable by the
individual who is engulfed by it's force,
This dark black life force, universal force,
though , in its reality when applied to you,
has color, is warm, and it glows to unboundable
brightness as ageless bodies of time passes through
space to penetrate the deepness of my heart and soul
yes, i found this force,
Black force , deep force traced down to the
roots of my African being,
Upendo. Upendo .. .al ay '
only complete
when vou are
ther to r celve it.
Kwadene'

Linda Coleman

•

Freedom
Wail
A black voice
Cried out
In the nite
Ripping the darkness
With bitter anguish
A cry that
Pierced cracked walls
Rang
Through mansions
Over mountains
That reached
Beyond the beyond
A wail for freedom
Heard in eternity.
Atiba

What are we?
Tell me Lord how can we !lit.
When we see vietnamese children
burned and yet,
We watch the news as if nothing
moves us,
Wha t are we ? are we nothing?

-lin da col eman

Take Death
"Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think not, the
son of man cometh."
"Take death for instance," the voice was that of Larry Whitman,
elevator operator at the Belmont Hotel for the last four years (according to practice, but not definition) . I had called home. We were
having our usual gnaw at the proverbial rag, which had become a
habit ever since the first day I had come in from work and Larry had
informed me that I'd have to wait until there were at least three
before he would take me up immediately or I would complain to the
management. I soon found out, however, that you didn't get angry
with Larry. His blond short-clipped hair covered (like one of Auntie's
homemade quilts) a brain-like bed of personal philosophy, which
looked out at you through a pair of tender grey ovals and embraced
you in soft, silk-lined tones of rhetoric, which made argument futile.
To my angry babbling he had simply replied, "Three together accomplish much more than three alone." From that day on I realized
that in Larry I had found knowledge from a million books compiled in
one man- experience from a thousand acts merged in the years of
Jne man's life. Happiness, joy, love, and a spirit embracing it all of
the supreme will of God controlling the universe in one man's soul.
. As we stood there talking that Tuesday afternoon we could without
changing position of eye or body look through the front door out into
the dismal rain which by now filled the gutters and hurtled toward the
sewers carrying on its back a never ending chain of filth, (dirt which
humanity had tired of and tossed aside) . Bowed heads passed to and
fro beneath multi-colored umbrellas, which acted as shields against
the blowing moisture which leaped about in a glittering dance and
nipped here and there at damp rosy faces. Intermittently the sound of
automobile tires made their momentary splat upon the wet street
which Larry had once told me reminded him of men's lives, leaving
patterns of lines in their wake to be crossed and recrossed by tires of
pursuing vehicles, or lives of pursuing men. It was a relief to be in out
of that weather and listeqing to Larry's warm and friendly voice.
" How many people ever think of dying when they're well and
healthy, " Larry's calm voice continued, " they know they have to die ,
but they bury the thought so deeply in their mind that they never think
about preparing for death." I began to smile. This was the only time
in my life when it felt good to be alive, when I was listening to Larry
and promising myself to one day start living like Larry suggested.
Right now the profits were too great, I didn't have the time to do any
serious living and I was realling putting it over on the local suckers.
Especially that short, fat, black-eyed Alex who refused me credit with
my machines when I started out in business eight years ago. My
smile broadened as I thought of how my boys were giving him the
works, but good. Of course, there was plenty of business, enough for
both of us to clean up, but why should I give Alex a break. The public
was hungry for books of any kind and my printing machines were
really turning out the little bootleg pocketbooks, transforming my life
into a big pocketbook. We were stealing order:s from Alex's company
right and left and he was slowly starving. My conscience bothered me
occasionally but at the mbment, I though little of Larry's philosophy
t G live and let live. After all I was merely repaying Alex for the way
he had treated me eight years 'ago.
" What I mean is," Larry's voice peirced my thought once again ,
;'live every moment as if it's your last- treat every man as if it's the
last treatment you will give before God calls you home." At that
point the front door opened and a man and his wife strolled to the
elevator. Automatically I stepped in, knowing that this , as always
before, was the cue which climaxed our little chat. The doors closed
on the four of us and the elevator gave a short grunt and started upward momentarily leaving our stomachs on the first floor . Larry said
more , but as always let the conversation continue on in my mind
twining and intertwining with my own thoughts. I became enveloped
in an atmosphere of relief and regret mingled together at getting
away once again from Larry's peircing gaze and pious conversation,
which always set me ill at ease even as it gave me the desire to try
and live better. The man and his wife took their exit when the car
stopped at the fourth floor and Larry and I rode to my floor in silence.
The elevator stopped- the doors slid open- I looked at Larry to say
"so long" and noticed that he was staring stupefied into the corridor
outside- my ears were suddenly deafened by a sharp report and I saw
Larry's head flash around and his grey eyes stretch wide as they
caught sight of the small hole in the breast of my coat. He gave a
short gasp as a scarlit liquid slowly dyed the tan fabric, over the
region of my heart, a dark red. Then Larry became lost in a hazy mist
and as I fell the dizzy spinning of a short, fat, black-eyed man holding
a smoking gun crossed my path and in my ear I heard a voice and it
was the voice of Larry and it said, "Take death for instance!"

The New Negro y oc e
Black Political Power by
Sfone

Black

by

Edwards
Silent Voices by Gram,
,H a r ri e t Tub man by
Conrad
, 'We carryall the books that appeared
on the BLACK GOLD book list"

(located in the MEMORIAL UNION)
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Es·s ay
Times were real hard and things
were bad for the five member
family living in a mud hut on the
west end of the village. But that
didn't bother Sheepskin. A half-apint a day was all he wanted tGfeel
that everything was alrig~t.
One day when Ma Tilly had
nothing to feed the pickneys, Skins
managed to beg fifty cents from
Jo-Jo and instead of using it to buy
food , 'Old boy Skins went to Boko's
joint and bought himself a hal.f.
When Ma Tilly found out, she CrIed
for hours until Little-man (her
oldest son) came and offered comfort. But Ma was real hurt and
swore that she would never, ever
foreive her husband.

Rev. Arthur Hardge

.Uli Gallman
IIMouth from the Southll
MWF12-3pm
All night Friday starting 12 am

Students

---

Life went on like that for the
better part of two months, until
Sheepskin's uncle from Valley top
paid the family a visit. Uncle
Jules brough provisions on his old
donkey he called Tab.
Joy filled the hut, especially
when Jules gave Ma Tilly twenty
dollars he had saved for them over
the past year. Uncle Julesllast
visited a year ago when he had sold
lands to the whiteman living on
Marl Hill. At that time he stopped
working for four months; only
living easy and enjoying the juice
from the whiteman's land. Now
the two hundred dollars he
received for the ten acres of land
was gone and Jules returned to

work his ground. All the love for
the whiteman vanished after he
learned that his land was resold six '
months after for over ten thousand
dollars.
This wasn't the time for
preaching about the cunning fox
face Englishman . No, this was
family reunion and Jule!) was
determined not to let anything
spoil it . So, after cussing
Sheepskin for a ha!f hour, he sent
Little-man to buy a pint and he and
Skins sat on the wood bench, east
of the house, and started boosing.
Even Ma was nice to old Skins.
The children ate for joy while Un. cle Jule and Sheepskin got stoned
drunk that night. Ma Tilly was
very happy.
Ivor Jackson

N eo-Colonialism
Most of these nations currently depend on external aid for infrastructural and capital improvement programs despite, in the majority of
cases, the inherent potential to be economically self-sustaining.
Even more than the dependence on aid, are the regulations imposed
:m how money should be spent or in what way technical assistance
must be utilized. This holds true for bilateral as well as multilateral
aid. So that the United Nations program, for technical assistance in
planning to a group of Eastern Caribbean islands, called for specific
requirements by the individual participating territories before funds
for project operations could be approved.
Realistically, one cannot ignore the connection between the $1 ¥z
billion given annually in aid to Tropical and North Africa by Western
Europe, Canada, Japan, and the U.S.A. and the investment in oil in
Algeria, Zaire and Nigeria by foreign companies. Too often aid is
used as a means to foster economic control of the donor over the
recipient. Because developing countries are highly susceptible due to
the need for more jobs, additional capital and general development,
investors usua'U[v· demand great concessions before locating equipment and plants fQr operation. In Antiqua for instance, the government had to grant an American company a 25 year tax free lease on
lands picked for an oil refinery.
In further analysis, the countries of Africa and the island-nations of
the Caribbean continue to be providers of raw materials for the
developing countries of Europe and North America. This is particularly disheartening from an African and West Indian point of view
when, despite the attempt of the United Nations Conference on World
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) to stabilize world prices on raw
materials, terms of international trade are still being set by the
developed countries at the expense of developing nations. The
resulting effect is that both Africa and the West Indies are still subject to colonial domination minus direct political control, a new
phenomenon called neo-colonialism.
The search for true independence is still on.
Atiba

